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INTRODUCTION 1
The main goal of this report is to state the process and the conclusions that our team
at the Quantitative Strategies Department achieved while developing a portfolio building
technique using a known trading strategy of Pairs Trading.
In simple terms, pairs trading looks into two securities with a high cointegration
with each other and proceeds to open a matching long position with a short position when
the correlation between the two securities temporarily weakens with the expectation that
the spread between this two highly cointegrated securities will, sooner or later, converge
to the mean.
This idea was first developed by the quantitative group at Morgan Stanley in the
1980s led by Gerry Bamberger and Nunzio Tartaglia and is categorized as a statistical
arbitrage and convergence trading strategy.
This research goes over multiple steps. The first one is to analyze if the two different
stocks are co-integrated. In the second step, we apply the trading strategy, defining when
we should long or short a pair of stocks based on their cointegration. The last step is to
build and optimize a portfolio that maximizes the return for each unit of risk, also known
as Sharpe Ratio.
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METHODOLOGY
The first step of this research will be the analysis of the co-integration between two
different stocks. This statistical test will be performed for every possible pair of two
different stocks in the S&P500. From a total of 124,750 possible pairs with data from the
last 4 years, only 5,544 passed the test and can be considered as cointegrated stocks.

Calculation

Number of combinations: 124,750
With the goal of analyzing the spreads between two stocks and test for the
stationarity in a time series, it will be necessary for us to get the data from all the 500
stocks in the S&P500, since we excluded the companies that have two classes of common
stock. To get this data, we used a Python API from Yahoo called yfinance. Given a ticket
and a time frame, this API allow us to download the data relative to the stocks price over
time. We choose to use the Adj Close (Adjusted Close) variable that was available to us
in the data previously downloaded.
For two stocks to be considered co-integrated, it is necessary that the spread is tested
and confirmed as stationary in a time series. To calculate the spread, we previously
developed a function that computes the difference between two values over time and
saves the data as a time series.
To run this statistics test in the pairs, we applied the Dickey–Fuller test, where the
alternative hypothesis confirms the stationarity of a given time series. For every pair that
does not cross the given level of significance of 5%, meaning that the null hypothesis is
rejected, we consider the two stocks as co-integrated because the time series of their
spread is stationary.
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BRIEF ANALYSIS ON THE PAIRS SECTORS
Now that we have 5,544 pairs that are considered co-integrated, before we start to
backtest our trading strategy, we will be analyzing what are the most frequent
combinations of industry sectors in the co-integrated pairs. In Figure 1, we present the
Co-integrated Pairs individual sectors that were more frequent on our dataset and in
Figure 2, we present the most frequent Macro sector.
In Figure 1, we can tell that Health Care and Information Technology are the two
most frequent sector to appear in pairs of co-integrated stocks. In average, both sectors
appear in 1 out of 3 co-integrated pairs.

No. of co-integrated Pairs

Sector

Figure 1: Sectors in co-integrated Pairs

Taking the results from Figure 1 in consideration, the analysis of the co-integrated
pairs with different sectors, Figure 2, went as expected. All five of the most frequent pairs
of sectors, are combinations between the four most frequent sectors, being the most
frequent, with more than 400 pairs, the combination between the Health Care and
Information Technology sectors.
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Figure 2: Co-integrated Pairs with different sectors

PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZATION
To apply a trading strategy like Pairs Trading, we are assuming that the price of
stock B can be explained by the price of stock A plus and error and vice versa.

Therefore, if this condition does not hold true, we will have a trading opportunity
by longing the undervalued stock and shorting the overvalued stock.
We will assume a Fee of 0,1% per trade and a standard threshold of -2,5 for the Tstatistic and do not trade on pairs above these values.
We have done an OLS regression with the differences between prices and minimize
our T-Statistic value using the Nelder–Mead method in order to optimize the minimum
possible value that signifies the most robust dynamic conversion price equilibrium we
can trade upon. We did this with the same process and code provided by NEDLeducation,
ending up with optimized parameters for a and b, which help us calculate the fair-value
of the stock and an optimized T-Statistic.
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Therefore, if the optimized T-Statistic is lower than our threshold of -2,5 we will
operate according to these rules:

We long the undervalued stock and short the overvalued pair stock.

We short the overvalued stock and long the undervalued stock pair.
We backtested this trading idea for the 5,544 pairs that were cointegrated, resulting
in 5,544 different trading results that took almost four full days to run. After this, we build
some evaluation metrics and filter these results to get a list of trading strategies with a
return above 7% and Max Drawdown superior to -1 and ending up with the following list
of 69 pairs:

69 rows x 7 columns

Figure 3: List of Positive Pairs
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With the pairs of these lists, we proceed to treat each strategy as an individual asset
and apply the standard Markowitz Portfolio Optimization ending up with the following

Return

Sharpe Ratio

allocation for 43 trading pairs.

Volatility

Figure 4: Markowitz Efficient Frontier visual representation
Note: This plot is just for visualization. Optimization on was not based on this image.

Figure 5: Optimal Weights
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Accumulated Returns

Then, we simulated the investment on these pairs according to their respective
allocation as if we start with an initial portfolio of 10,000$.

Working Days

Accumulated Returns

Figure 6: Individual Performance of each pair on the Last Year

Working Days

Figure 7: Accumulated Value of Portfolio on the Last Year
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Although we research Kelly Leverage Multiples using the formula below for each
individual strategy, we did not find it has made significant improvements on the portfolio
based on our risk tolerance and goals. Therefore, our team decided to proceed with an

Accumulated Returns

unleveraged portfolio.

Working Days

Figure 8: Accumulated Value of Portfolio with Kelly Leverage

With this said, we end up with a final portfolio with these key metrics:

Due to the high diversification of our portfolio, we were able to achieve a very
smooth yield curve for our overall SP500 Pairs Trading Strategy achieving a total return
of 137.97% in one year with a max drawdown of 2.38%. The annualized volatility for
this trading strategy is 9.84% and therefore we have a 14.02 Sharpe Ratio, assuming the
risk-free is 7%, the assumed SP500 average annualized return.
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Regarding the VAR analyses the results are in conformity with the Max Drawdown
value. When performing our tests, we can say with a 90% confidence level that the worst
daily loss will not exceed 0.08%; 95% confidence level that the worst daily loss will not
exceed 0.2% and with 99% confidence that we will not surpass a daily 0.4% loss which
means we have a very low risk strategy overall that fits our department risk tolerance and
goal.
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CONCLUSION
With this technique we were able to build a portfolio that not only is diversified,
with companies from the various sectors of the American economy, as it was able to have
very above average returns with reduced risk compared to the market.
However, we should be critical about these results and have in consideration that
we used price data from last year to backtest our model and this does not mean that the
cointegration between assets will hold and therefore expect to continue to have this kind
of returns.
Besides this, we made several filters in order to build the portfolio which made our
results positively biased. Is also important to note that we do not take in consideration
slippage that will affect the overall returns of the pairs trading strategies and that we can
only execute this idea if we have any way of executing it 100% automatically which is a
huge handicap.
Nevertheless, the Quantitative Strategies Department will continue to follow this
strategy to see if the results hold as true or if, overtime, this portfolio will lose the alfa.

Note: To get access to the full Python Code and data, contact ITIC Members.
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Our Club
ISCTE Trading & Investment Club (ITIC) is a non-profit student organization of ISCTE
Business School, who promotes training and research in Finance and Investment. The
club intends to train the best professionals in the industry and promote its analysts by their
commitment to producing useful and truthful information and analysis based on excellence.

More content in www.itic-iscte.com
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